Chapter: 3125
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

“Thank you.” Yu Meng looked at An Ning in surprise. The
entertainment industry was too realistic, and no one had cared so much
about her.
An Ning didn’t know, it was this little action of her that warmed a
person’s heart.
“I’ll go first.” She heard Sister Luo’s voice outside, and An Ning was
ready to go out.
The girl behind looked at An Ning’s back, holding back the tears that
were about to burst out.
Tang Qian waited for a long time before seeing An Ning’s leisurely
return. As expected, Sister Luo had no choice. Yang Qingfeng was
neither from Shengtian nor lower than Tang Qian, so how could Sister
Luo do anything.
Knowing that there is no way to do this, Tang Qian’s temper came up
instantly, “I can’t even do such a small thing, what’s the use of me
asking you?” Tang Qian got up and twisted it down according to An
Ning’s arm, as if she felt It wasn’t enough to relieve his anger. He even
stepped on An Ning’s instep wearing Heantian Gao.
After David helped Tang Qian away, Xiaodong dared to rush over to
help An Ning up: “Are you all right? Damn, it’s a big deal, I quit.”
Xiaodong looked anxious.
An Ning and Xiao Dong have been together these past few days, and
the two can chat, so An Ning was bullied, and Xiao Dong was even
more anxious than her.
“I’m fine.” After a long pause, An Ning got up, her lips were already
white. These, she will find them back sooner or later.
In the evening, when An Ning returned home, his feet were already
swollen, and he was limping when he walked.
She was thinking, why Tang Qian only tortured herself in her last life,
but never thought of dismissing herself ?
For revenge, how much torture she suffered in vain. Because of this,
she couldn’t just withdraw like this.
At this time, the phone rang, and there were not many people on the
phone. An Ning was curious, and when he saw the person displayed on
the screen, he suddenly became energized. Director Wu actually called
her back.
“Director Wu, hello, I’m An Ning.” An Ning grabbed the last straw.
“Well, do you still know Lao Qin’s “Peerless Beauty”?”
When An Ning heard this, she knew there was a drama, “Well, I want
to audition for a role in the audition, but I wonder if Director Wu
can…”
“Oh? Which role do you want to audition for?” Before An Ning could
finish speaking, Director Wu seemed to be interested.
“Minmin!” An Ning did not hesitate, she would definitely be able to
play Princess Minmin well.
No, maybe she is the only one who understands Princess Minmin’s
heart. Princess Minmin has her pride and bottom line.
An Ning waited for a while, but the opposite Director Wu didn’t finish
speaking. Her heart hung in her throat for a moment. Could it be said
that Director Wu couldn’t do anything about it?
However, when Director Wu heard An Ning’s words, he breathed a
sigh of relief. This girl thought the same as him. When he first met An
Ning in Sanshui Township, Director Wu felt that An Ning was the only
one who played Minmin. candidate.
But An Ning didn’t know until Director Wu responded, “Why do you
want to play Minmin? The role of Minmin is not likable? Do you know
how many artists have been ruined by the first role they just debuted? ”
What Director Wu said is true. Whether the first role is well selected
can be said to be directly related to the artist’s future in the
entertainment industry.
If you play a bad second female lead at the beginning, even if you
succeed, most of the future dramas will be like this. If it doesn’t work
out, it will be difficult to play another role next time.
So very few artists take the initiative to ask for the villain.
“Well, I know, but I think Minmin is the best for me, Director Wu.”
An Ning had her own plans for a long time, and the role of Minmin
would not destroy herself, but would only make her unexpectedly
popular.
“That’s fine, the audition is no problem.” Director Wu paused for a
while, and couldn’t help but explain again: “But I’m going to say the
ugly thing first, Lao Qin’s requirements are very strict, I can help you
recommend, but can I get this? Opportunity, but it still depends on
your own ability.”

